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ABSTRACT
In spite of a large body of information about the upstream regulators of metastasis, a process that often plays a limiting factor in therapeutic

outcome of cancer patients, the impact of regulatory microRNA patterns remains obscure. This review describes computational analysis of

coordinated regulation of genes by di-directional regulation of microRNA and transcription factors that specifically regulate the process of

metastasis. We discovered several unexpected modes of regulatory patterns between microRNAs and transcription factors. For example, we

found a double positive feedback loop regulated by the hub transcription factor ZEB1 andmiR-200 during epithelial–mesenchymal transition.

This review further explains flow of information and how such components coordinate various adaptable controls of microRNAs and thus,

contribute to regulation of transcription factors in context of cancer metastasis. Information described here provides a regulatory framework

for future experimental analyses and discoveries of new insights into post-transcriptional gene regulation at the microRNA level in cancer

metastasis. J. Cell. Biochem. 112: 2210–2217, 2011. � 2011 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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T he major reasons for over 90% cancer deaths are complica-

tions arising from metastasis and hence improved treatment

will require targeting metastatic disease in addition to the primary

tumor [Hunter et al., 2008]. Studies on the molecular mechanisms of

cancer, have demonstrated existence of at least a subset of tumors

characterized by over-dependence on certain key regulatory

networks. Examination of mRNA expression patterns have often

yielded conflicting results related to specific roles in metastasis,

prompting questions on the actual existence of a specific metastasis

transcriptome. Evidence shows that microRNAs and Transcription

factors (TFs) are complex trans-acting molecules that activate or

repress genes through cis-regulatory binding sites [Bommer et al.,

2007; Woods et al., 2007; Schulte et al., 2008] and recent studies

experimentally validate the role of numerous transcriptomal loops

involving microRNAs and TFs that have been found in a variety of

organisms [Johnston et al., 2005; Fazi et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2007;

Varghese and Cohen, 2007].

Transcription factors (TFs) and microRNAs are prime members of

trans-acting gene regulatory molecules in organism development,

function, and disease. Both TFs and microRNAs are trans-acting

factors that exert their activity through composite cis-regulatory

elements. By binding to distinct cis-regulatory elements, individual

TFs and microRNAs can control large number of target genes. While

TFs physically interact with cis-regulatory DNA elements to activate

or repress transcription of their target genes, microRNAs repress

gene expression post-transcriptionally by interacting with com-

plementary sequences located in the 3’-untranslated region (UTR) of

their target mRNAs [Bartel, 2004; Hobert, 2008]. This implies that

microRNAs and TFs could be intricately connected in the networks

that control differential gene expression of an organism. The

collaborative regulation of microRNAs and TFs is reflected at the

transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels of cellular complex-

ity [Wang and Purisima, 2005; Batada et al., 2006]. Recently,

mapped transcriptional regulatory networks of protein-coding

genes have been described in yeast [Harbison et al., 2004],

C. elegans [Deplancke et al., 2006; Vermeirssen et al., 2007],

Drosophila melanogaster [Sandmann et al., 2006], and mammals

[Boyer et al., 2005]. Although such data are incomplete, these

networks have provided insights into overall network architecture

and also revealed particular network subgraphs that were over-

represented in real networks compared with randomized networks

[Milo et al., 2002; Shen-Orr et al., 2002].

In gene regulatory circuits, TFs and microRNA may reciprocally

regulate one another to form feedback loops, or alternatively, both

TFs and microRNA may regulate their target genes and form feed-

forward loops (FFLs). FFLs in regulatory circuits offer a mechanism
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to provide a robust transcriptional response to signals and provide

protection against transcriptional noise [Milo et al., 2002; Shen-Orr

et al., 2002]. FFLs seem to be over-represented in pure transcription

regulatory networks whereas feedback loops were found to be less

abundant. Yeger-Lotem et al. give an explanation for the scarcity of

feedback loops in that they may be generated by a combination of

transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms, as opposed to

being purely transcriptional [Shen-Orr et al., 2002; Yeger-Lotem

et al., 2004]. Two recent studies explored hundreds of potential

microRNA-mediated feedback and FFLs at the genome level in

mammals and found interesting regulatory motifs [Shalgi et al.,

2007; Tsang et al., 2007]. Feedback loops are important in

homeostasis and cellular differentiation programs [Alon, 2007].

FFL is an important regulatory motif and has been found in

organisms such as Escherichia coli, yeast, and humans [Mangan

et al., 2003]. Since microRNAs play key regulatory functions in gene

expression, a FFL consisting of a transcription factor, microRNA,

and a target gene will be a powerful tool to investigate regulatory

mechanisms in disease at both transcriptional and translational

levels. Presently, only a few FFL have been experimentally

verified and include E2Fs-Myc-miR-17/20 [Sylvestre et al., 2007],

E2F-miR-106b/93/25-CDK inhibitors [Brosh et al., 2008], and PKC-

MAPK-miR-15a [Cohen et al., 2009]. Composite feedback loop of a

microRNA-transcription factor has served as a direct regulatory

motif and a few experimental examples are ZEB1/SIP1 and miR-200

family in embryologic development and Pitx3-miR-133b in neuron

development [Kim et al., 2007; Bracken et al., 2008]. Recent

bioinformatics studies propose that correlations and anti-correla-

tion of microRNAs and their targets occurs due to various types of

feed-forward and feedback loops involving microRNAs, their

predicted target genes, and upstream regulators like TFs and

kinases [Farh et al., 2005; Stark et al., 2005; Sood et al., 2006; Tsang

et al., 2007].

Our goal therefore is to focus on detailed mechanistic insights

on key regulators of tumour metastasis that may eventually prove

to be interesting diagnostic and/or therapeutic targets in cancer.

We have compiled inclusive patterns of miRNA-transcription

factor regulatory network of tumor metastasis in different cancer

types. Furthermore, we computationally explored potential

miR-TF patterns in major effector mechanisms of cervical cancer

progression (namely invasion, extra cellular matrix (ECM) mod-

ification, epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT), and angiogen-

esis). This then provides a comprehensive catalog of miR-TF

regulatory patterns that regulate tumor progression and metastatic

processes.

MICRORNA/TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR-MEDIATED
REGULATORY PATTERNS IN TUMOR METASTASIS

Metastasis involves multiple steps which are often selective and rate

limiting. These include invasion, intravasation, circulation, extra-

vasation, and metastatic colonization [Chambers et al., 2002; Leber

and Efferth, 2009]. Despite significant advances in metastasis

research, the molecular patterns involved in these mechanisms are

incompletely understood. In recent years, investigations allowed

identification of microRNA abnormalities in human cancer by

analyzing their transcriptional regulators. We therefore system-

atically investigated connections between transcriptional and post-

transcriptional network interactions in tumor metastasis. We first

searched the Tumor Suppressor and Oncogene Directory (http://

embryology med.unsw.edu.au/DNA/DNA10.htm) and also did a

manual curation of literature to develop a cataloge of mixed FFLs

and feedback loops in which amaster transcription factor regulates a

microRNA and, together with it, a set of joint target protein-coding

genes. The lists of FFLs and Feedback loops in metastasis process

demonstrate a connection between such loops and various

molecular regulons.

COHERENT TYPE II FFLs ARE THE FIRST LINE OF
DEFENSE

In the coherent Type II FFL, a transcription factor or gene X regulates

transcription factor Y, and both then jointly regulate gene Z. In the

context of a metastasis associated event, 11 microRNAs were found

to be involved in extracellular matrix remodeling and constituting

15 coherent type II FFLs. The process of invasion is regulated by

19 type II coherent FFLs and angiogenesis by 3 FFLs.

In studies on breast cancer metastasis, Huang et al. showed that

miR-373 andmiR-520cmediate their invasive andmetastatic effects

partly through direct suppression of CD44 through a coherent Type

II FFL [Qihong et al., 2008] (Fig. 1). miR-21 has emerged as a major

microRNA that is overexpressed during invasion. It also down-

regulates tropomyosin 1 (TPM1), that bind to the sides of actin

filaments post-transcriptionally through a coherent Type II FFL

thereby stimulating invasion and metastasis [Zhu et al., 2007].

The expression of microRNAs such as miR-335, miR-206, and

miR-126 was inversely associated with metastatic relapse of tumors

to distant organs through SOX4 and TNC organizing multiple

coherent Type II FFLs that are specifically required for extracellular

matrix modification as well as invasion [Tavazoie et al., 2008].

Another set of coherent Type II FFLs was constructed by

transcription factor encoding leucine zipper proteins such as FOSL2

with their target microRNAs like miR-27, miR-30, miR-106, miR-17,

and miR-20a. The transcription factor STAT3 (Signal Transducer

and Activator of Transcription) is targeted by multiple microRNAs,

miR-106, miR-20a, miR-182, miR-124, miR-20b, miR-17, and miR-

124 forming a network of microRNA-TF coherent Type II FFLs

(Fig. 1). CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein (CEBP) is a potential early

biomarker in pancreatic neoplasia that is targeted by miR-155

constituting another efficient system of coherent Type II FFL

[Koshiol, 2010]. Another coherent type II FFL is formed by MiR-10b

which is upregulated in breast cancer metastasis exerting its

effects through the transcription factor HOXD10 [Ma et al., 2007].

MiR-26, miR-186, and p53 microRNAs such as miR-126 and miR-

181 express their metastasis associated activity through hHLHB2 a

major transcription factor constitutes a coherent type II FFL

[Boominathan, 2009]. Studies by Feng et al. [2008] also showed the

association of miR-126 expression level with tumour size, lymph

node metastasis, local invasion, epithelial mesenchymal transition,

and node metastasis.
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MiR-29c suppresses extracellular matrix modification through

collagens and laminins and repressed transcriptionally through

MYC [Feng et al., 2008]. The same coherent type II FFL which

operates in invasion between miR-373 and miR-520c on CD44

[Qihong et al., 2008], miR-126 and miR-335 and miR-206 on SOX4

and TNC [Tavazoie et al., 2008] as well as miR 21 on TPM1 [Zhu et

al., 2007] are also found to regulate extracellular matrix

modification (Fig. 1). The miR-21 targets include the tumour

suppressor phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a transcription

factor that functions as a dual specificity phosphatase and also

serves as an actin-binding protein and stabilizes microfilaments. It is

often mutated in a variety of tumours and is involved in the AKT

survival pathway central to tumor development [Zhu et al., 2007].

The downregulation of tropomyosin1 promotes epithelial cell

transformation into a mesenchymal phenotype and promotes

invasion [Boyd et al., 1998]. The many targets of miR-21 constitute

a delicate coherent Type II network that regulates tumor metastasis

and include maspin and PDCD4, an apoptotic factor. Mir-18, a

member of OncomiR 1 cluster, is known to target CTGF enclosing a

coherent Type II FFL [Dews et al., 2006].

Coherent Type II FFLs in invasion are formed by miR-182, miR-

103, and miR-124 which target the transcription factor AML.

[Boominathan, 2009]. The calcium-dependent cell–cell adhesion

transmembrane glycoprotein, E-cadherin is targeted by miR-183,

miR-145, miR-215, miR-203, miR-205, and miR-192 in a coherent

type II network (Fig. 1). Regulatory clusters involving multiple

microRNA targeted genes act as a regulatory hub for invasion

[Boominathan, 2009].

miR-221 and mir-222 inhibits migration, proliferation, and

angiogenesis in vitro by targeting the stem cell factor receptor c-

Kit through a coherent type II FFL (Fig. 2). High expression of miR-

221 andmiR-222 blocks angiogenesis and proliferation in endothelial

cells while it promotes proliferation in cancer cells by targeting the

cell cycle inhibitor p27 [leSage et al., 2007]. Due to the presence of

such a characteristic regulation they may be potential therapeutic

targets. miR-15, miR-16, miR-20a, and miR20b function as potential

anti-angiomiRs by targeting VEGF for repression, interacting with

each other to form a complex FFL [Hua et al., 2006]. MicroRNA-126 is

required for vascular integrity and angiogenesis in vivo through

Spred-1 and PIK3R2 constitutingmicroRNA-TF coherent Type II FFLs

[Self Fish et al., 2008]. Inhibition of IGF by miR-320 in a coherent

Type II FFL is seen to improve angiogenesis [Wang et al., 2009].

The TFs Fosl2, STAT, and AML1 are regulated by multiple

microRNAs and can be considered as a central hub regulating

invasion and epithelial mesenchymal transition. The effectiveness of

FFL is less compared to feedback loops and hence its regulation

Fig. 1. A: Coherent type II FFL, (B) coherent type II FFLs in invasion, and (C) coherent type II FFLs in extracellular matrix modification.
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requires many such loops. The presence of many coherent Type II

FFLs ensures a tight control over the cell to remain in its normal state

rather than to become cancerous.

INHIBITORY CONTROL TO METASTASIC EVENTS BY
COHERENT TYPE IV FFLs

In coherent type IV FFL, a gene X inhibits a transcription factor which

then can inhibit gene Z. The miR-17–92 cluster also named OncomiR-

1 encodes miR-17, miR-18, miR-19a, miR-20a, miR-19b, and miR-

92a. These promote tumor angiogenesis by targeting anti-angiogenic

proteins thrombospondin-1 (Tsp1) and connective tissue growth factor

(CTGF) regulating angiogenesis in a non-cell-autonomous manner

[Dews et al., 2006]. Overexpression of miR-17-92 in Ras expressing

cells promotes tumor angiogenesis in a coherent Type IV FFL

(Fig. 3). Studies by Fasanaro et al. revealed that miR-210 enhances

angiogenesis and survival response to hypoxia in vitro through

Ephrin-A3 and constitutes a coherent type IV FFL [Fasanaro et al.,

2008]. Antiangiogenic effects of homeobox HOXA5 are mediated by a

coherent type IV FFL involving miR-130a [Yun Chen et al., 2008].

Four coherent type IV FFLs operate in invasion and epithelial

mesenchymal transition processes. Zinc finger TFs, ZEB are known

to regulate epithelial mesenchymal transition and its invasion.

E-cadherin is a major target gene of these transcriptional repressors,

and downregulation of E-cadherin is considered as a hallmark of

epithelial mesenchymal transition [Boominathan, 2009]. Four

microRNAs miR-183, miR-215, miR-145, and miR-192 coherently

target ZEB forming Type IV FFLs. This tight regulation makes ZEB a

hub protein (Fig. 3). Any mutation in ZEB can hasten the metastatic

process in all types of cancers.

COHERENT TYPE I FFLs AS THE KEYS TO
MIGRATORY PHENOTYPE

In coherent type I FFL, a gene X activates a transcription factor which

can activate gene Z. Transition of an epithelial phenotype to a

Fig. 2. A: Coherent type II FFLs in epithelial mesenchymal transition, and (B) coherent type II FFLs in angiogenesis.
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mesenchymal one is activated bymiR-17, miR-20a, miR-106, miR-30,

miR-20b, and miR-27 through the hub transcription factor FOSL2 by

an array of coherent Type I FFLs (Fig. 4). miR-155 activates the intron

less gene CEBPb in a coherent type I FFL and promotes epithelial

mesenchymal transition [Boominathan, 2009].

DOUBLE POSITIVE FEEDBACK LOOP—THE MASTER
SWITCH IN METASTASIS

In double positive feedback loops, two activators activate each other

and have two steady states: Either both X and Y are OFF, or both are

ON. A double positive loop between X and Y is useful for decisions

whereby the cell irreversibly assumes a fate in response to a transient

signal. Genes specific to the cell fate can be co activated by X and Y.

Under normal conditions, miR-200 suppresses expression of its own

repressor ZEB1, thereby favoring an epithelial phenotype and cell

adhesion. In response to signals such as transforming growth factor-

b, the epithelial mesenchymal transition-inducing transcription

factor ZEB1 is activated and represses expression of its own

suppressor miR-200 (Fig. 5), thereby favoring epithelial mesench-

ymal transition, invasion and probably metastasis [Vandewalle

et al., 2009].

This pattern scores the most effective regulatory loop in

metastasis and being regulated by the hub transcription factor

ZEB1. Regulation through ZEB transcription factor is prominent in

many cancers [Bracken et al., 2008]. ZEB1/2 are important

regulators in the complex network of transcriptional repressors

that regulate the expression of E-cadherin and epithelial mesench-

ymal transition through repression of multiple genes involved in

transition from epithelial to mesenchymal phenotype [Vandewalle

et al., 2009]. Since invasion is the first step of metastasis presence of

this double positive feedback loop ensures that the cell retains its

normal state.

AUTOREGULATORY LOOP—THE METASTATIC
GATE KEEPER

Positive AutoRegulation (PAR) occurs when a transcription factor

enhances its own rate of production. In PAR, X activates its own

promoter. In positive autoregulation though the response times are

slower, variation is usually enhanced [Alon, 2007].

Yannick et al. identified that E2F1, E2F2, and E2F3 directly bind

to the promoter of themir-17–92 cluster activating its transcription,

suggesting a positive autoregulatory feedback loop between E2F

factors and microRNAs from the mir-17–92 cluster [Sylvestre et al.,

2007] (Fig. 6). The E2F family plays a crucial role in the control of

cell cycle and action of tumor suppressor proteins and is also a target

Fig. 3. A: Coherent type IV FFL, (B) coherent type IV FFL in angiogenesis, and (C) coherent type IV FFL in invasion.
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of the transforming proteins of small DNA tumor viruses (Fig. 6). E2F

regulation is an important regulatory mechanism as the regulation

of E2F is under its own control.

Tight combinatorial regulation in metastasis usually involves a

microRNA-transcription factor and the presence of a combinatorial

feedback regulatory pattern. The number of feedback loops in a

network may be few but provides an immense regulatory effect.

There exist a large number of coherent types II and IV FFLs. They are

not subject to highly effective control unless a hub transcription

factor is involved. Autoregulatory and feedback loops are crucial in

the metastatic juncture and a mutation in the genes or proteins that

mediate feedback loops can lead to metastatic nature of tumors.

Once the impact of these loops subsides, dramatic changes begin to

occur in the microenvironment leading to metastasis.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Using the available validated information, we have attempted an in

silico approach to categorize the patterns of microRNAs and TFs into

different regulatory modules. We further identified the regulation of

ZEB1/2 genes by miR-200 family to be a core regulatory system to

all cancers. We explored the possible combinatorial efforts by

microRNAs and TFs to retain the cell in its normal state. Increasing

evidence suggests that definite miR-TF regulatory patterns have a

significant role in tumor development and prognosis. A minute

alteration of pattern will provoke a chain of reaction and

feedback pathways involving microRNA hubs, affecting multiple

target genes of the same or different pathways. However, the role of

transcriptomal patterns in tumor metastasis continues to be unclear

and needs to be addressed. This may raise the curtain on elucidation

of deeper mechanisms in tumor metastasis.
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